
Eric Schmidt’s preening wanna-be spy posers piss off the actual 
CIA

“Poser: (pejorative, slang) A poseur; someone who affects some behaviour, style, attitude or other 
condition, often to impress or influence others; faker; impostor; pretentious ...”

- Wiktionary, The Free Dictionary

Silicon Valley billionaires are known for their arrogance, misogyny and their unfathomable need to try 
to control politics. Silicon Valley tech oligarchs Eric Schmidt and Gilman Louie created a private spy 
agency called “In-Q-Tel” with the premise of “getting Millennial kids to do the work that the Pentagon 
can’t do..”; per the In-Q-Tel pitch.

In fact, In-Q-Tel, New America Foundation and a host of other CIA-like domestic clones funded and 
steered by Eric Schmidt, are nothing more than political contract manipulation facades.

The real CIA and NSA think that Schmidt’s Machiavellian little spy pop-ups “give the intelligence 
community a bad name”.

CIA Spies on Social Networks With In-Q-Tel | Top Secret Writers

 And the CIA's next line on the web page where they justify In-Q-Tel offers a foreboding message. ... 
In-Q-Tel is essentially set up as a “non-profit” that encourages the development of specific ... 
Corruption · Environment.

http://www.topsecretwriters.com/2009/1[...]pies-on-social-networks-with-in-q-tel/

In-Q-Tel - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

In-Q-Tel (IQT), formerly Peleus and known as In-Q-It, is an American not-for-profit venture ... This ... 
collaboration ... enabled CIA to take advantage of the technology that Las Vegas uses to identify 
corrupt card players and apply it to link analysis ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In-Q-Tel

In-Q-Tel: The Central Intelligence Agency as Venture Capitalist

development (RD) efforts of the CIA into the private sector, In-Q-Tel uses ..... espionage, if they 
thought of it at all, as a corrupt outgrowth of Old War diplomacy ...

http://scholarlycommons.law.northweste[...]content.cgi?article=1739&context=njilb

MEET THE SILICON VALLEY CARTEL'S SECRET MONEY SOURCE

 In contrast to this, In-Q-Tel was formed by the CIA in 1999 as a private, not-for- profit venture capital 
firm with the specific task of delivering ...

http://venturecapitalcorruption.weebly[...]con-valley-cartels-secret-money-source
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How the Government Outsourced Intelligence to Silicon Valley ...

Under the guise of In-Q-Tel, the CIA has invested in hundreds of start-ups, .... Olympics, Rio, 
Corruption, Sports, Gymnastics, Track, Rio2016.

http://www.occupy.com/article/how-gove[...]outsourced-intelligence-silicon-valley

CIA funding of tech companies » Intellihub

 IQT describes their function as: “In-Q-Tel is the independent, ... A Fox Business article, In-Q-Tel: A 
Glimpse Inside the CIA's .... CORRUPTION ...

https://www.intellihub.com/cia-funding-of-tech-companies/

Clinton Vs. Sanders - What Does Google Say... And The Facts | Zero ...

Google, financed and created by the CIA's In-Q-Tel seed capital .... own - even someone as deeply 
corrupt and evil as that psychopathic bitch.

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-01-[...]linton-vs-sanders-what-does-google-say
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